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3D Game Textures: Create Professional Game Art Using PhotoshopFocal Press, 2006
"After reading this you'll have a far better understanding of what it takes to become successful in the games world..." - Advanced Photoshop, April 2006

"Ahearn's book can and will help you become a much better artist, even if you never did much texturing before." - Apogee Photo Magazine, August 2006     
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Inside COM+ Base Services (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1999
COM+ is not a radical departure from COM-it is the next stage of evolution of the COM programming model. COM was originally designed as a minimalist's component architecture. With the advent of the three-tier programming model, applications have become more complex. To help developers who work in this new world, COM+ offers a richer set of services...
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Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia: InsectsGale, 2003
Earth is teeming with life. No one knows exactly how many distinct organisms inhabit our planet, but more than 5 million different species of animals and plants could exist, ranging from microscopic algae and bacteria to gigantic elephants, redwood trees and blue whales. Yet, throughout this wonderful tapestry of living creatures, there runs a...
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Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia: ProtostomesGale, 2003
Earth is teeming with life. No one knows exactly how many distinct organisms inhabit our planet, but more than 5 million different species of animals and plants could exist, ranging from microscopic algae and bacteria to gigantic elephants, redwood trees and blue whales. Yet, throughout this wonderful tapestry of living creatures, there runs a...
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In a Roman Kitchen: Timeless Recipes from the Eternal CityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
From the savory splendor of crisply fried artichokes to the easy indulgence of spaghetti alla carbonara perfectly al dente, the cooking of Rome is every bit as glorious as the city’s breathtaking art and architecture. In a Roman Kitchen explores the delights of this rich culinary heritage with a spectacular tour of the markets,...
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Swarm Intelligence in Data Mining (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
Science is a swarm.

To the layperson, the stereotypical scientist is logical, clear-thinking, wellinformed but perhaps socially awkward, carefully planning his or her experiments and then analyzing the resulting data deliberately, with precision. The scientist works alone, emotion-free, searching only for truth, having been well advised...
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Exim: The Mail Transfer AgentO'Reilly, 2001

	
	
		Back in 1995, the central computing services at Cambridge University were running
	
		a variety of mail transfer agents, including Sendmail, Smail 3, and PP. Some
	
		years before, I had converted the systems whose mail I managed from Sendmail to
	
		Smail to make it easier to handle the special requir ements of the early 1990s...
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Simply a Great Manager: The 15 fundamentals of being a successful managerMarshall Cavendish Limited, 2008

	Like many things in life, becoming a great manager is in fact a simple process - if only we knew how and changed our current habits. The authors in this book have identified 15 fundamental principles that are exhibited by great managers and which can easily be followed by mere mortals when they have something or somebody to manage. These...
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A Developer's Guide to SQL Server 2005 (Microsoft .Net Development)Addison Wesley, 2006
Few technologies have been as eagerly anticipated as Microsoft SQL Server 2005. Now, two SQL Server insiders deliver the definitive hands-on guide--accurate, comprehensive, and packed with examples. A Developer's Guide to SQL Server 2005 starts where Microsoft's documentation, white papers, and Web...
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LTE Signaling: Troubleshooting and OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A comprehensive reference on the call procedures of 4G RAN and Core networks, LTE Signaling, Troubleshooting and Optimization describes the protocols and procedures of LTE. It explains essential topics from basic performance measurement counters, radio quality and user plane quality to the standards, architecture, objectives and functions of...
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The Apache Wars: The Final Resistance (Landmark Events in Native American History)Chelsea House Publications, 2007

	“Indah! Indah! The White Men are coming,” screamed the old woman. Th e boy turned and saw fl ashes of rifl e fi re along the lake. His mother quickly lifted him and placed him on the mule’s back. As she tried to lift her infant daughter alongside her as well, the mule panicked and reared. A man snatched her baby and ran up...
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